


# 10 year challenge 2

A lot has changed in our industry… including my boss



10+ year challenge

???????



10+ years ago

2019



• “An organization's ability to 
learn from customers, and 
translate that learning into 
action rapidly, is the 
ultimate competitive 
advantage”

• Jack Welch ’90s



“You, the product or 
service owner, must 
understand the 
customer, have a vision, 
and love the offering. 
Then, research will help
you find your blind
spots.”

- Jeff Bezos



“Customer insight analysis 
allows you to identify 
patterns in their buying, 
learn about preferences 
and find out exactly 
what's important to 
customers. ... You'll also be 
able to build stronger 
relationships  as your 
conversations will 
be relevant to them”-

CEOBot Nextbigthing



So how do I feel about the
#next10years ?



The only industry not 
transformed 
by AI will probably be 
hairdressing.
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Professor Andrew Ng 

“

“



And new competitors will be coming from other industries



I am really excited 

about what’s 

possible when we 

harness technology 

and our human

intuitive abilities



What direction will we be heading in?
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Use  more of 

what we have

Client data

Social data

Industry data

Etc

Beyond survey

Have a 

conversation

Human Centric 

design

Gamification

Chatbot/conversatio

nal AI

See their world

Image sharing

In context

Location activated 

Learn by 

observation

Location data

Spatial data

Passive data

Prediction

Patterns 

Validation 

Turn it into 

action

Workshops

Videos

New ways to 

engage and excite

More efficient More natural More holistic More precise More impactful



• 24% ambiguous

Image AI for digital ads
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16% images

25% images

4% images12% images

14% images

6% images



AI/Machine learning saves ours of mindless work..
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Have fun

Thanks Africascope for the image-
how to double revenue for fastfood outlet



Let’s all embrace the new…or else



So let’s continue to 
evolve and grab a 
hold of the amazing  
future of insights


